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Learning Resources LER 2941 Coding Learning Robot (Botley 2.0 Robot)
The Botley 2.0 Coding Learning Robot will help your child develop useful skills such as programming basics, critical, logical and analytical
thinking, problem solving, spatial imagination, teamwork and more. By programming it, little users can make it move along specific paths
and perform various  tasks.  What's  more,  the  device  easily  detects  objects  and works  in  the  dark.  The product  is  suitable  for  children
aged 5 and up.
 
Learning programming through play
Botley  2.0  can  move  from  place  to  place,  move  objects  and  much  more.  Its  programming  is  made  possible  by  the  included  remote
control - with its help the child will easily create various functions, loops or conditional tasks. The robot is also able to detect objects and
has a built-in light sensor - in the dark its eyes start to glow. It is also possible to choose the color of the lighting and program elaborate
sequences of lighting effects. Botley 2.0 can also recognize black lines and move along them - to create a route for him, all you need is a
white sheet of paper and a thick marker! In addition, there are secret codes available, after entering which the robot performs various
tricks - let your child try them all!
 
Included
Robot Botley 2.0Remote control for programming2 sets of detachable robot arms40 coding cards
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ManufacturerLearning ResourcesNameBotley 2.0ModelLER2941Power supplyRobot: 3x AAA battery; Remote control: 2x AAA battery; (not
included)Age of child5+

Price:

Before: € 80.9955

Now: € 76.00
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